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Dead End in Norvelt is the winner of the 2012 Newbery Medal for the year's best
contribution to children's literature and the Scott O'Dell Award for Historical Fiction!
Melding the entirely true and the wildly fictional, Dead End in Norvelt is a novel about
an incredible two months for a kid named Jack Gantos, whose plans for vacation
excitement are shot down when he is "grounded for life" by his feuding parents, and
whose nose spews bad blood at every little shock he gets. But plenty of excitement
(and shocks) are coming Jack's way once his mom loans him out to help a fiesty old
neighbor with a most unusual chore—typewriting obituaries filled with stories about the
people who founded his utopian town. As one obituary leads to another, Jack is
launced on a strange adventure involving molten wax, Eleanor Roosevelt, twisted
promises, a homemade airplane, Girl Scout cookies, a man on a trike, a dancing
plague, voices from the past, Hells Angels . . . and possibly murder. Endlessly
surprising, this sly, sharp-edged narrative is the author at his very best, making readers
laugh out loud at the most unexpected things in a dead-funny depiction of growing up in
a slightly off-kilter place where the past is present, the present is confusing, and the
future is completely up in the air.
The answer lies somewhere in the depths of Cumorah, but in which century? Joseph
Martin must find the Book, and Nathaniel Spliteye will be there as the trail goes back
and forth through time in this time-travel fantasy. Aided by Nathaniel Spliteye, Joseph
must reach the Book and the Chest of Eternal Light first, because if he fails, Captain
Titus will use the secrets and power of each to rule the world.
Meet Ranger! He's a time-traveling golden retriever who has a nose for trouble . . . and
always saves the day! Ranger has been trained as a search-and-rescue dog, but can't
officially pass the test because he's always getting distracted by squirrels during
exercises. One day, he finds a mysterious first aid kit in the garden and is transported
to the year 1850, where he meets a young boy named Sam Abbott. Sam's family is
migrating west on the Oregon Trail, and soon after Ranger arrives he helps the boy
save his little sister. Ranger thinks his job is done, but the Oregon Trail can be
dangerous, and the Abbotts need Ranger's help more than they realize!
Describes the deep trench known as the Grand Canyon, found in the Grand Canyon
National Park, and the activities of visitors to the park.
Toby has to finish the final thing on The List. It's a list of brave, daring, totally awesome
things that he and his best friend, Lucas, planned to do together, and the only item left
is to hike the Appalachian Trail. But now Lucas isn't there to do it with him. Toby's
determined to hike the trail alone and fulfill their pact, which means dealing with the little
things -- the blisters, the heat, the hunger -- and the big things -- the bears, the
loneliness, and the memories.When a storm comes, Toby finds himself tangled up in
someone else's mess: Two boys desperately need his help. But does Toby have any
help to give?The Trail is a remarkable story of physical survival and true friendship,
about a boy who's determined to forge his own path -- and to survive.
New York Times Bestseller • Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award • Winner of
the Saroyan International Prize for Writing • Winner of the Pacific Northwest Book
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Award • “The best outdoors book of the year.” —Sierra Club From a talent who’s been
compared to Annie Dillard, Edward Abbey, David Quammen, and Jared Diamond, On
Trails is a wondrous exploration of how trails help us understand the world—from
invisible ant trails to hiking paths that span continents, from interstate highways to the
Internet. While thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail, Robert Moor began to wonder about
the paths that lie beneath our feet: How do they form? Why do some improve over time
while others fade? What makes us follow or strike off on our own? Over the course of
seven years, Moor traveled the globe, exploring trails of all kinds, from the miniscule to
the massive. He learned the tricks of master trail-builders, hunted down long-lost
Cherokee trails, and traced the origins of our road networks and the Internet. In each
chapter, Moor interweaves his adventures with findings from science, history,
philosophy, and nature writing. Throughout, Moor reveals how this single topic—the oftoverlooked trail—sheds new light on a wealth of age-old questions: How does order
emerge out of chaos? How did animals first crawl forth from the seas and spread
across continents? How has humanity’s relationship with nature and technology
shaped world around us? And, ultimately, how does each of us pick a path through life?
Moor has the essayist’s gift for making new connections, the adventurer’s love for
paths untaken, and the philosopher’s knack for asking big questions. With a
breathtaking arc that spans from the dawn of animal life to the digital era, On Trails is a
book that makes us see our world, our history, our species, and our ways of life anew.
The fourth book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group
of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around History. If you love
Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. Sometimes,
surviving is all you have left. Max and Leon are safe at last. Or so they think. Snatched
from her own world and dumped into a new one, Max is soon running for her life. Again.
From a 17th century Frost Fair to Ancient Egypt; from Pompeii to 8th century
Scandinavia; Max and Leon are pursued up and down the timeline, playing a
dangerous game of hide-and-seek, until finally they're forced to take refuge at St Mary's
where a new danger awaits them. Max's happily ever after is going to have to wait a
while... Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes
everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced
me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun'
'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an
imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'
A journey through time.
So many women enter their adult lives believing that they should know where they are
going and how to get there. This can make life decisions feel intimidating and
overwhelming. While some choices that lie ahead are fairly predictable, such as those
surrounding career, partnership, and motherhood, the effects of these choices can lead
to more complicated and unexpected turns that are seldom discussed. Rather than
suggesting a rule book, Rebekah Bastian, vice president at Zillow and recognized
thought leader, inspires you to Blaze Your Own Trail. “I have the benefit of being a
living example of crooked paths, magnificent screw-ups, and shocking successes,” she
writes. Through storylines and supportive data that explore workplace sexism, career
changes, marriage, child-rearing, existential crises, and everything in between, you will
learn to embrace and feel less alone in your own nonlinear journey. Even better, you
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can turn back decisions and make different ones. Blaze Your Own Trail includes
nineteen possible outcomes and many routes to get there. You will find that you have
the strength to make it through any of them.
A guide to cultivating intimacy with the natural world through journal-keeping explores
the things we usually overlook and helps readers claim their senses through the
creative disciplines of writing and drawing
Rafe Caradec—gambler, wanderer, soldier of fortune—was as hard a man as the
battlefields and waterfronts of Latin America could fashion, but he was as good as his
word. As Charles Rodney lay dying in a dank ship’s fo’c’sle, Rafe swore to make sure
that Rodney’s Wyoming ranch went to his daughter, Ann. In Painted Rock, Wyoming,
Caradec found land for a man to love, miles of rolling grasslands and towering
mountains. He also found that one of the most ruthless men in the territory had set his
sights on both Rodney’s ranch and his daughter. But Rafe Caradec had given his
word, and once he’d looked deep into Ann Rodney’s eyes, nothing short of death
would stop him from keeping the promise he’d made.
A sweeping, richly detailed history that tells the fascinating story of how paper—the
simple Chinese invention of two thousand years ago—wrapped itself around our world,
humankind’s most momentous ideas imprinted on its surface. The emergence of paper
in the imperial court of Han China brought about a revolution in the transmission of
knowledge and ideas, allowing religions, philosophies and propaganda to spread with
ever greater ease. The first writing surface sufficiently cheap, portable and printable for
books, pamphlets and journals to be mass-produced and distributed widely, paper
opened the way for an unprecedented, ongoing dialogue between individuals and
between communities across continents, oceans and time. The Paper Trail explores
how the new substance was used to solidify social and political systems that influenced
China even into our own time. We see how paper made possible the spread of the then
new religions of Buddhism and Manichaeism into Japan, Korea and Vietnam . . . how it
enabled theologians, scientists and artists to build the vast and signally intellectual
empire of the Abbasid Caliphate and embed the Koran in popular culture . . . how paper
was carried along the Silk Road by merchants and missionaries, finally reaching
Europe in the late thirteenth century . . . and how, once established in Europe, along
with the printing press, paper played an essential role in the three great foundations of
Western modernity: the Renaissance, the Reformation and the Scientific Revolution.
Here is a dramatic, comprehensively researched, vividly written story populated by holy
men and scholars, warriors and poets, rulers and ordinary men and women—an
essential story brilliantly told in this luminous work of history.
The second book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group
of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around History. If you love
Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. Wherever the
historians go, chaos is sure to follow... Dispatched to Victorian London to seek out Jack
the Ripper, things go badly wrong when he finds the St Mary's historians first. Stalked
through the fog-shrouded streets of Whitechapel, Max is soon running for her life.
Again. And that's just the start. Max finds herself in a race against time when an old
enemy is intent on destroying St Mary's. An enemy willing, if necessary, to destroy
History itself. From the Hanging Gardens of Nineveh to the murder of Thomas a
Becket, via an unscheduled dodo rescue mission, join the historians of St Mary's as
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they hurtle around History on more hilarious, hair-raising escapades Readers love Jodi
Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes everything... Jodi Taylor and
her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British
proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's
was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely
hooked' 'A tour de force'
The fifth book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of
tea-soaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper
Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. A Fete Worse Than
Death... The St Mary's Institute of Historical Research has finally recovered from its
wounds and it's business as usual for those rascals in the History Department. From
being trapped in the Great Fire of London to an unfortunately timed comfort break at
Thermopylae, which leaves the fate of the western world hanging in the balance, Max
must struggle to get History back on track. But first, they must get through the St Mary's
Fete - which is sure to end badly for everyone. Only one thing is certain, life at St
Mary's is never dull! Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author
who changes everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell
have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of
historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has
an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'
'Jodi Taylor is quite simply the Queen of Time. Her books are a swashbuckling joyride
through History' C. K. MCDONNELL 'A great mix of British properness and humour with
a large dollop of historical fun' ***** Meet St Mary's - a group of tea-soaked disaster
magnets who hurtle their way around History. - If the whole of History lay before you,
where would you go? When Dr Madeleine Maxwell is recruited by the St Mary's
Institute of Historical Research, she discovers the historians there don't just study the
past - they revisit it. But one wrong move and History will fight back - to the death. And
Max soon discovers it's not just History she's fighting... BOOK 1 IN THE
INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING CHRONICLES OF ST MARY'S SERIES For fans
of Jasper Fforde, Doctor Who, Genevieve Cogman and Richard Osman's Thursday
Murder Club Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who
changes everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have
seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of
historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has
an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'
Follow the Money is based on a startling insight: there are three different forms of
money, not just one; and the form of money a society implements determines the kind
of society it will be, and what's more, how it will think. For money is not neutral. It is a
product of human artifice, the particular expression of a particular society, that at the
same time determines the further course of that society, not just in terms of economics,
but in all areas of cultural endeavor. This thesis is implemented with verve. The book
takes the reader on a journey through history, beginning with ancient Mesopotamia,
through Phoenicia, Greece, and Rome, then through medieval and early-modern
Europe in its interaction with the Near and Far East, all the way to the modern-day
community of nations. It demonstrates in no uncertain terms just how decisive the
institution of money has been, and at the same time just how misunderstood - its role,
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its effects, even the very form it takes. This is still the case, with the result that political
choices and action end up entirely misguided. It is especially true of the attempt to
address the credit and debt crises afflicting the world today. The way forward will only
come through a better understanding of money as institution. This book is a first step in
arriving at such an understanding. As such, it takes the form of historical inquiry, which
is the only form such a first step can take. Follow the Money is illustrated and published
in full color.

The Katy Trail is a monument to the pioneer spirit and US westward expansion,
and a testament to Missourians' love for their parks and outdoor spaces. Katy
Trail: A Guided Tour through History is the guide every trail user needs to explore
the trail and appreciate the epic role the corridor plays in the history of the state
and the nation. Much of the Katy Trail parallels the Missouri River, placing trail
users squarely in the footsteps of Daniel Boone's late-in-life frontier explorations
and the first stretch of the Lewis and Clark expedition. The first rails of the MKT or Missouri-Kansas-Texas - Railroad were laid in the 1860s, but more than a
century later, when the MKT owners were set to retire the rail line, cyclists and
preservationists conceived the country's longest Rails to Trails project, now
stretching 237 miles. Get insider tips on each section such as Defiance to
Machens (34 miles), including detailed directions, tips for where to dine, and
notable sights along the way. You'll even learn how much shade the trail provides
so you'll know how much sunscreen to pack. Or plan your day based on a
themed itinerary like a Family Outing or Historic Foray. Local author and avid
hiker and cyclist Kathy Schrenk is your personal trail guide on these paths she's
traversed many times over. Ride the Katy with her guide in your back pocket to
show you the way to enjoy centuries of history along miles of scenic river country.
Explores how to lead a heroic life, facing challenges with courage, strength of
character, and wisdom, much as a hiker uses those qualities on a challenging
trail. Reprint.
Kentucky packhorse librarian Tansy Calhoun doesn't mind the rough trails and
long hours as she serves her Appalachian mountain community during the Great
Depression. Yet she longs to find love like the heroines in her books. When a
charming writer comes to town, she thinks she might have found it--or is the
perfect man actually closer than she thinks? Perdita Sweet has called these
mountains home for so long she's nearly as rocky as the soil around her small
cabin. Long ago she thought she could love, but when the object of her affection
up and married someone else, she stopped giving too much of herself away to
others. As is so often the case, it's easier to see what's best for others than to
see what's best for oneself, and Perdita knows who Tansy should choose. But
why would anyone listen to the romantic advice of an old spinster? Saddle up for
a heartfelt story of love--love of family, love of place, and the love of a
lifetime--from bestselling author Ann H. Gabhart.
A woman ahead of her time, Mary Breydon knew how to get things done. Raised
on a Virginia plantation, she learned how to care for livestock, respect her
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workers, and keep good books. But after her husband is killed, Mary must
provide for her young daughter by running a stage coach station on the Cherokee
Trail. With the help of an Irish maid and a mysterious stranger, Mary faces
challenges that even the men eagerly anticipating her failure would have a
difficult time overcoming. After firing the previous station manager with the aid of
a bullwhip, she must track down stolen horses, care for a wayward boy, and
defend against Indians. If that wasn’t enough, she also has to protect herself
from the man who murdered her husband—and is coming for Mary next.
The eighth book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a
group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around History. If
you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi
Taylor. Because, my dear Max, you dance on the edge of darkness ... and I don't
think it would take very much for you to dance my way. When an old enemy
appears out of nowhere with an astonishing proposition for Max - a proposition
that could change everything Max is tempted. Very tempted. With an end to an
old conflict finally in sight, it looks as if St Mary's problems are over with. Can
they all now live happily ever after? As everything hangs in the balance, Max and
St Mary's find themselves engulfed in tragedies worse than they could ever
imagine. Is this the end? Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an
author who changes everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine
"Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour
with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was
a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A
tour de force'
God only knows what possessed Bill Bryson, a reluctant adventurer if ever there
was one, to undertake a gruelling hike along the world's longest continuous
footpath—The Appalachian Trail. The 2,000-plus-mile trail winds through 14
states, stretching along the east coast of the United States, from Georgia to
Maine. It snakes through some of the wildest and most spectacular landscapes in
North America, as well as through some of its most poverty-stricken and primitive
backwoods areas. With his offbeat sensibility, his eye for the absurd, and his
laugh-out-loud sense of humour, Bryson recounts his confrontations with nature
at its most uncompromising over his five-month journey. An instant classic,
riotously funny, A Walk in the Woods will add a whole new audience to the
legions of Bill Bryson fans.
The sixth book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a
group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around History. If
you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi
Taylor. What if the course of history was on your shoulders? 'To do what I do - go
where I go - see what I see - it's a wonderful, unique, never-to-be-taken-forgranted privilege.' With great privilege comes great responsibility, something Max
knows only too well, and as newly appointed Chief Training Officer at the St
Mary's Institute of Historical Research, it's up to her to drum this guiding principle
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into her five new recruits. With a training programme that includes Joan of Arc,
an illegal mammoth, a duplicitous Father of History, a bombed rat, Stone Age
hunters and Dick the Turd, the question everyone is asking themselves is - what
could possibly go wrong? Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover
an author who changes everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine
"Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour
with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was
a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A
tour de force'
A Journey From Lost to Found. At 26, Cheryl Strayed thought she had lost
everything. In the wake of her mother's rapid death from cancer, her family
disbanded and her marriage crumbled. With nothing to lose, she made the most
impulsive decision of her life: to walk eleven-hundred miles of the west coast of
America - from the Mojave Desert, through California and Oregon, and into
Washington State - and to do it alone. She had no experience of long-distance
hiking and the journey was nothing more than a line on the map. This account
captures the agonies - both mental and physical - of her incredible journey.
“The Hike just works. It’s like early, good Chuck Palahniuk. . . . Magary underhands a
twist in at the end that hits you like a sharp jab at the bell. . . . It’s just that good.”
—NPR.org “A page-turner. . . . Inventive, funny. . . . Quietly profound and
touching.”—BoingBoing From the author of The Night the Lights Went Out and The
Postmortal, a fantasy saga unlike any you’ve read before, weaving elements of folk
tales and video games into a riveting, unforgettable adventure of what a man will
endure to return to his family When Ben, a suburban family man, takes a business trip
to rural Pennsylvania, he decides to spend the afternoon before his dinner meeting on a
short hike. Once he sets out into the woods behind his hotel, he quickly comes to
realize that the path he has chosen cannot be given up easily. With no choice but to
move forward, Ben finds himself falling deeper and deeper into a world of man-eating
giants, bizarre demons, and colossal insects. On a quest of epic, life-or-death
proportions, Ben finds help comes in some of the most unexpected forms, including a
profane crustacean and a variety of magical objects, tools, and potions. Desperate to
return to his family, Ben is determined to track down the “Producer,” the creator of the
world in which he is being held hostage and the only one who can free him from the
path. At once bitingly funny and emotionally absorbing, Magary’s novel is a remarkably
unique addition to the contemporary fantasy genre, one that draws as easily from the
world of classic folk tales as it does from video games. In The Hike, Magary takes
readers on a daring odyssey away from our day-to-day grind and transports them into
an enthralling world propelled by heart, imagination, and survival.
The remarkable classic of nature writing by the first man ever to have walked the entire
length of the Grand Canyon.
An exquisitely illustrated guide to cultivating intimacy with the natural world through
journal-keeping explores the things we usually overlook and helps readers claim their
senses through the creative disciplines of writing and drawing.
In this New York Times bestseller, a willful New York debutante travels the rugged
Great Plains for a future in the flourishing American West. Charting the trail across the
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Great Plains from New York City to the Mexican Territory of California, a headstrong
couple embarks on a new life in this classic work of historical fiction as unforgiving,
moving, and unpredictable as the frontier. A recent finishing school graduate, eighteenyear-old Garnet Cameron is desperate for direction. Too driven for the restrictive
manners of the upper class, Garnet is naturally drawn to Oliver Hale, a frontier trader
from the West. Unlike the men to whom she’s accustomed, Oliver treats Garnet as an
equal and respects her independence. His tales of adventure on the plains thrill her.
And his proposal of marriage is accepted. Garnet eagerly grabs hold of the promise and
prospects of an exciting future, only to discover how ill-prepared she is for the punishing
landscape of the Jubilee Trail and the even harsher realities of human nature. Made
into a feature film, Jubilee Trail is a classic novel of a woman in the old West, beloved
not only for the rebelliousness and resilience of its heroine, but for its authenticity, its
grand sweep, its unsparing intimacy, and its honest portrayal of the survivors and
victims—and victors and villains—of a defiant American wilderness.
A Trail Through Time
The third book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of
tea-soaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper
Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. History happens all
around you. And, occasionally, to you. I could have been a bomb-disposal expert, or a
volunteer for the Mars mission, or a firefighter, something safe and sensible. But, no, I
had to be an historian. It began well. A successful assignment to 17th century
Cambridge to meet Isaac Newton, and another to witness the historic events at The
Gates of Grief. So far so good. But then came the long-awaited jump to the Trojan War
that changed everything. And for Max, nothing will ever be the same again. With the
bloody Battle of Agincourt playing out around her, Max risks everything on one last
desperate gamble to save a life and learns the true meaning of a second chance.
Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes
everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced
me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun'
'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an
imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'
Set in 1987 in the geologically rich location of Western Colorado, “Sylvia’s Trail
through Time” is an intriguing personal story about a sensitive woman’s struggle to
find meaning in her life. By chance, she discovers a path that lies just beneath her feet
and that descends through time.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Edgar Award Nominee One of the Best Books of the Year:
O, The Oprah Magazine, Time, The Washington Post, The Christian Science Monitor,
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, San Francisco Chronicle With a New Afterword On April 4,
1968, James Earl Ray shot Martin Luther King at the Lorraine Motel. The nation was
shocked, enraged, and saddened. As chaos erupted across the country and mourners
gathered at King's funeral, investigators launched a sixty-five day search for King’s
assassin that would lead them across two continents. With a blistering, cross-cutting
narrative that draws on a wealth of dramatic unpublished documents, Hampton Sides,
bestselling author of Ghost Soldiers, delivers a non-fiction thriller in the tradition of
William Manchester's The Death of a President and Truman Capote's In Cold Blood.
With Hellhound On His Trail, Sides shines a light on the largest manhunt in American
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history and brings it to life for all to see.
"Describes the journey on the Oregon Trail from three different historical
perspectives"--Provided by publisher.
For thousands of years people have traveled across Washington’s spectacular terrain,
establishing footpaths and roads to reach hunting grounds and coal mines high in the
mountains, fishing sites and trade emporiums on the rivers, forests of old growth, and
homesteads and towns on prairies. These traditional routes have been preserved in national
parks, restored by cities and towns, salvaged from old railroad tracks, and opened to hikers by
Indigenous communities. In this new, full-color edition of the first-ever hiking guide to the
state’s historic trails, historian and hiker Judy Bentley teams up with veteran guidebook author
Craig Romano to lead adventurers of all abilities along trails on the coast, over mountains,
through national forests, across plateaus, and on the banks of the Columbia River. Features
include: • 44 hikes, including 12 new additions • Full-color trail maps • A trails timeline that
connects hikes to key events • Updated trail descriptions • Accounts from diaries, journals,
and archives • Historical overviews of 8 regions of the state • Contemporary and historical
photographs Bentley and Romano offer an essential boots-on-the ground history of some of
the state’s most fascinating places.
The seventh book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's series which follows a group of teasoaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper Fforde or
Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor. Rules are meant to be broken, aren't
they? 'I've done some stupid things in my time. I've been reckless. I've broken a few rules. But
never before have I ruined so many lives or left such a trail of destruction behind me.' Max has
never been one for rules. They tend to happen to other people. But this time she's gone too
far. And everyone at St Mary's is paying the price. With the History Department disintegrating
around her and grounded until the end of time, how can she ever put things right? Readers
love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes everything... Jodi Taylor
and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British
proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was
real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A
tour de force'
The Appalachian Trail is America’s most beloved trek, with millions of hikers setting foot on it
every year. Yet few are aware of the fascinating backstory of the dreamers and builders who
helped bring it to life over the past century. The conception and building of the Appalachian
Trail is a story of unforgettable characters who explored it, defined it, and captured national
attention by hiking it. From Grandma Gatewood—a mother of eleven who thru-hiked in canvas
sneakers and a drawstring duffle—to Bill Bryson, author of the best-selling A Walk in the
Woods, the AT has seized the American imagination like no other hiking path. The 2,000-milelong hike from Georgia to Maine is not just a trail through the woods, but a set of ideas about
nature etched in the forest floor. This character-driven biography of the trail is a must-read not
just for ambitious hikers, but for anyone who wonders about our relationship with the great
outdoors and dreams of getting away from urban life for a pilgrimage in the wild.
Set in 1987 in the geologically rich location of Western Colorado, "Sylvia's Trail through Time"
is an intriguing personal story about a sensitive woman's struggle to find meaning in her life. By
chance, she discovers a path that lies just beneath her feet and that descends through time.
The U.S. Civil Rights Trail offers a vivid glimpse into the story of Black America's fight for
freedom and equality. From eye-opening landmarks to celebrations of triumph over adversity,
experience a tangible piece of history with Moon U.S. Civil Rights Trail. Flexible Itineraries:
Travel the entire trail through the South, or take a weekend getaway to Charleston,
Birmingham, Jackson, Memphis, Washington DC, and more places significant to the Civil
Rights Movement Historic Civil Rights Sites: Learn about Dr. King's legacy at the Lorraine
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Motel in Memphis, be transformed at the small but mighty Emmett Till Intrepid Center, and
stand tall with Little Rock Nine at their memorial in Arkansas The Culture of the Movement: Get
to know the voices, stories, music, and flavors that shape and celebrate Black America both
then and now. Take a seat at a lunch counter where sit-ins took place or dig in to heaping
plates of soul food and barbecue. Spend the day at museums that connect our present to the
past or spend the night in the birthplace of the blues Expert Insight: Award-winning journalist
Deborah Douglas offers her valuable perspective and knowledge, including suggestions for
engaging with local communities by supporting Black-owned businesses and seeking out
activist groups Travel Tools: Find driving directions for exploring the sites on a road trip, tips on
where to stay, and full-color photos and maps throughout Detailed coverage of: Charleston,
Atlanta, Selma to Montgomery, Birmingham, Jackson, the Mississippi Delta, Little Rock,
Memphis, Nashville, Raleigh, Durham, Virginia, and Washington DC Foreword by Bree
Newsome Bass: activist, filmmaker, and artist Journey through history, understand struggles
past and present, and get inspired to create a better future with Moon U.S. Civil Rights Trail.
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